
March 25, 2021 Board of Education meeting 

may i begin with uh having you stand here 

one nation underneath uh the board did meet in a work session prior to this meeting to review our pull 

in the budget with frank and he'll be presenting that in a few minutes um we did enter into executive 

session to discuss confidential information regarding negotiations a legal issue in the employment 

history of particular persons 

i would like to bring your attention to a special happening in our district on thursday march 18th our 

superintendent Lori Orologio has completed her oral defense for the degree of doctor of education 

it's quite an accomplishment amidst all the things that she's been doing this year uh for our district for 

dissertation focused on increasing the graduation rate for at-risk students at Churchville-chili so we 

would like to as a board to congratulate Lori on earning her edd from the university of rochester hey can 

we change her uh name right there make sure it reflects i'm sure yeah congratulations thank you very 

much all right there's an addendum to the personnel actions which will need to be moved on at the 

same time as the ones in your packet and uh we don't have a need for more executive session after the 

meeting so we're going to move on to the approval of our amended gen agenda we have a motion to 

approve the agenda as you have it steve second by amy all those in favor sorry i'm going to post the 

name to abstain um emotion i need a motion to approve the minutes of march 9th 2021 minutes kathy 

second by my kitty all those in favor is there anyone opposed or needing to abstain got it thank you uh 

approval of the march 15 2021 minutes 

get the second by john all those in favor anyone opposed or needing to abstain got it thank you all right 

we do have some special presentations tonight uh first um we're gonna have frank uh move to the 

podium and present budget part four this is revenues and preliminary 2021 2021-2022 budget 

okay remember all right so good evening 

so tonight we're doing our fourth presentation of the budget which is the final presentation we'll all be 

summed up at the end and tonight we're talking about the revenue side so so far we've covered all the 

expenditures and now we'll be talking about the revenues and then as i said i'll give you a recap as to 

where we are at this point so on the revenue side again we're just going to highlight the far right column 

which are the changes from the current budget so you'll see the actual expense as of june 30th of 20. 

then you'll see the current budget 2021 proposed budget and then any increases so the first item in lieu 

of taxes so what that is and i've talked about that when i show the tax cap which i will show again later 

tonight um those are the comeda if you will it's a county program that entices businesses to set up 

operation within a community and they give them tax breaks in conjunction with the towns um so our 

share for next year is going to be 403 745 it's an increase of 87 000 because we have a new company 

that has now come into our district and therefore they're beginning to pay a little bit more after 10 

years of paying a reduced rate then they go on to the tax roll all right so that's that one there and a lot 

of the revenue you'll see small numbers the majority of our revenue comes basically from state aid taxes 

and sales tax sales tax being the next item three million forty uh we lowered that for this year uh you'll 

see with the money uh the amount that came in in june of 20 was 3.9 million um the fear there is that 

sales are going to drop off okay and when we had the problem in 809 where we had a financial crisis in 

the economy our sales tax did in fact drop off it did take a year or two before that actually happened um 



i can tell you right now for this year we will make more than 3 million 40 000 in sales tax our sales tax 

revenue really has not been depleted at this point so the revenue will be significantly higher than that 3 

million but we are anticipating similar like i said 10 years going to 809 we will have that problem going 

forward and that's something that the all the school districts all the municipalities are concerned with 

that maybe not right now we have a problem but within a couple of years that's when we could really 

feel a pinch on our economy right now we have a lot of money being flooded into the economy from the 

federal government that eventually is going to stop so we'll see where that goes but we've kept that 

number flat for this coming year in anticipation you'll see the rest of the items there pretty much have 

not been coming in according to budget but we've kept those numbers flat another year 

second page use of money so that's our interest earnings very very small amount of money 127 000 

came in june of 20. uh we don't even anticipate half of that this year our interest rates are ridiculously 

low which is good for the borrowing side but not so good on the revenue side that's what we're talking 

about right here well we kept 125 000 at this point we do see interest rates start to creep up a little bit 

we can't go beyond a year of an investment because we need our money each and every year uh so we 

try not to lock things in more than a six month but the cd rates really aren't that good at all at this point 

or the treasury rates so we just have it in money market accounts which is already very very little change 

in the rental to boces we do rent some classrooms you'll see the three schools that we rent uh that 

change of 473 is just a little square footage change of one of the side rooms off of one of these rooms 

um but that's uh both these classrooms that are here in our district with our kids as well as other school 

districts kids they hold the program here and they pay us rent for that and you'll see the rest of the 

items again smaller items no changes miscellaneous items we have the refunds which again that's not a 

guarantee that's 679 000 we do have a lot of money budgeted for that um but we'll see that's when we 

set up programs in boces we have to pay for them because they had to hire people to run those 

programs at the end of the year if we didn't utilize the program according to how we originally budgeted 

then they would give us a rebate on that program and that's divided out amongst all the schools 

participating in that program um again not many changes here until you get to the capitalized interest so 

capitalized interest in our capital projects when we set up a capital project we budget capitalize interest 

money and the purpose that our financial advisor recommends we do this for is if the borrowings start 

generating the expense because we had to borrow the money if the state aid doesn't match with that 

then we can rely on the capitalized interest to offset that additional expense with some revenue and we 

use the capitalized interest rate the caveat there is that we can only borrow the use the capitalized 

interest of projects that still have borrowing remaining so basically our phase five which is the pool 

project even though it's had some spend down projects we're going to approve one tonight that's been 

fully borrowed but we still have the playground project that has yet to be fully borrowed we hope to do 

that before june 30th but because it's still open and hasn't been fully borrowed we do have a budget 

line i don't capitalize interest therefore we use that money for next year just to match the revenue to 

the expense fortunately we've been budgeting that we haven't had to use it because our budgets have 

been coming in favorably for other items but we still needed that money and that we lowered it in half 

next year being 22-23 you would see that number being zero it would reduce it another 125 so total 

revenue on local share local sources 38 000 reduction 

so now we get into the state aid and this is as clear as mud um basically we hope and we've heard some 

positive information today from senator assemblyman bronson's office they still believe that the state 

will have a budget by april 1st that's their deadline um the last few years they've been meeting that 



deadline prior to that they weren't even close to having a budget by april 1st even though everything 

that's going on in albany they still feel there will be a budget by april one which is really good if they do 

because then we'll know what these numbers really are as i said this is our last presentation of the 

budget our next meeting april 13th is one where we have scheduled to adopt our budget if they have a 

budget there's a good chance we'll be ready for april 13th to adopt the budget we'll be able to make 

decisions in the next two weeks if not we have until april 23rd we have to have a budget adopted that's 

our drop dead date if you will we have to have a budget so right now when the governor came out with 

his runs in uh january he came up with this new term that he calls local district funding adjustment three 

million five hundred eighty three thousand eight ninety one reduction so that's basically part of that 

twenty two million six forty one up above which is called foundation aid in the older days it used to be 

called operating this is aid that just is generated based on the wealth of the district the enrollment of 

the district the attendance of the district it goes up each and every year our fair share should be at least 

two to three million dollars more than that 22 641 

that reverts back to many many years ago when the governor took about 3 million right 5 million excuse 

me right in the middle of the year and has not replenished it all at this point so his attempt here is to 

take another 3.5 million dollars of that money but if you see the red a little bit lower he came up with 

the federal carers restoration because in january early january he figured this the federal government 

was going to give the state of new york federal money for the pandemic and he was going to give us 

three million five eighty three just happened to be the same amount that he was taking from us now 

what they call that is supplanting he's using federal money to supplant state-funded programs it's not a 

very good word with the governor right now amongst other things because the legislature does not 

approve supplanting they're encouraging him to put that 3583 back and leave the federal money 

whatever that may be because now we have a new federal number that just came out from was a press 

release from senator schumer of 3.3 leave that federal money for the schools to be used for the 

pandemic and for the remediation needed for the kids for what they lost for being out a year plus 

 

but that's what we don't know at this point because they don't have a budget yet but that's what the 

legislature is fighting for you know what the governor wants the governor is in a difficult position right 

now so they can challenge him so we'll see how that turns out we don't know at this point so we're 

staying pat with what we know for sure 

so overall you have a reduction of 72 164 which is that computer hardware i'll talk about that on this 

next page 

now you look at our building age so you'll see in 1920 our building a was six and a half million then it 

went up to 8.4 this year going up a little bit more 8.5 so that's increasing because now the borrowing for 

the pool is worse we're paying on that which we generated and that was all planned when we budgeted 

and we when we had that project voted we're still receiving more money than we're paying out which 

means there's no additional taxes required to pay the debt on these projects that's how we've done 

every one of our projects so there's a slight increase of 96 000 now you look at some significant 

reductions and this is the second part of the governor so the first was the supplanting the second part 

was basically to eliminate all the categorical aids and in our case we have transportation textbook library 

software boces and the hardware that was on the prior page reduce those to zero and we'll come up 

with the services aid 9275 437 now when you take all those negatives away from that positive nine 



million 275 we actually have an increase of about 250 000 in that range 250 to 300 000 which is good 

what's the problem with this the problem is when transportation costs increase it's a categorical aid you 

spend the money you get aided so if we spend more we get more eight we get anywhere between 70 to 

75 on every dollar we spend for transportation and for boces back in state a boces aid and 

transportation aid could skyrocket in a particular year okay especially bocesa if you have a few families 

move in we have needy children no we have to provide an education and we do some of that is 

extremely costly those costs can get out of control very fast what the governor is doing by putting the 

services aid in he can control that increase so if he wants his increase to be two percent then that's what 

he'll do he'll increase that by two percent when in fact we may go up fifty percent in somebody's cost so 

fortunately for us and for all the schools the legislature is also against this and they're lobbying to have 

this removed and reinstate the categorical aids which is huge for us and for every school to have those 

reinstated 

so overall categorical aid is up a million 29 which the public access cost 632 000 is still running that's 

being allowed to run according to the formula that's six hundred thousand of that plus you have to 

building a hundred thousand so as i said it's about two fifty three hundred thousand dollars is that net 

effect between the services aid and the categoricals that he's removed overall our state aid is up a little 

bit under a million dollars 

so you have some medicaid it's basically staying the same now we get down into okay so that's our 

revenues now we add to the revenues our savings accounts our fund balance and our reserves we add 

those two together to come up to our total budget so this is the part that we need to be very careful 

with going forward okay the general fund is appropriated at million 294 for many many years since i 

started here 18 years ago that same number has been there the 367 000 is an add-on that we did during 

those 18 years because it was more money we needed for whatever reductions that we had to go 

through with the state aid the general fund pandemic adjustment occurred last year that's when the 

governor decided to supplant for this school year four hundred and eighty thousand we still had a 

budget gap came out to that eight hundred thousand dollars but he used that word against supplant and 

that's where the legislature picked up on it and that's why they're fighting now that pandemic 

adjustment happens to coincide very close to the amount of money we reduce sales tax so why this is so 

important using your savings just think about your own home budget if you spend more money than you 

bring in and you use your savings accounts to pay the additional cost eventually that savings account is 

going to run up and then you're going to have to either reduce costs or increase your revenues well our 

revenue 90 plus percent is taxes which were capped at the 2 percent and state eight which we all know 

our problem would stay so then we have to look at the other side the expense side fortunately we have 

money savings that we can do this and i'm going to talk about the reserves because it's all part of it this 

whole section is savings a lot of smaller districts the rural districts they don't have this amount of money 

okay we can use you're going to see a gap of a million one we could put another million one of our 

savings that's really a bad way to financially run an operation from what i'm saying right 

these smaller schools they don't have this they're going to get in trouble quicker we went through the 

same thing in 809 school years when we had that other crisis the financial crisis we weathered the storm 

we used our savings back then our reserves we got through that time and the state started generating 

their money again and we got back to a good situation now we're back to using that money again so i 

just pointed out because next year being 2122 no problem 2223 2324 that's a serious issue and you 

have to worry about the future when you're putting something together current we can't just deal with 



one year at the time we have to think out of the box to go forward so that's a big concern going forward 

and it's not just church for childhood it's every school district we need the state to start paying the share 

of revenue that they said they were going to pay us originally almost 50 percent of our vote 

so overall when you look at our savings the only one that's increasing is the workers car when i talked 

about the unemployment or the reserve funds last time we can only budget the uh on the reserve 

money up to the amount of the expense that's in the budget so we have thirty thousand dollars 

budgeted for unemployment we can only use thirty thousand of unemployment reserve workers comp 

our cost is going up before ninety one seven seventy three we're going to use 491 773 of that reserve 

the employees retirement system we're only using about half of our total cost but that's what we need 

to balance our budget so that's the revenue picture in a nutshell right now 

so this is an overview of the entire budget so over the last four meets this being the fourth meeting 

we've been talking about each of these different categories so as you recall you got your salaries those 

are contractual obligations i will highlight the salary part because we do have some changes there in 

positions for next year so i will mention that once again even though it was covered before right here so 

we have contractual obligations is 800 and thousand dollars this is in the instructional teaching area we 

have 12 retirements 11 teaching one administrative we're replacing them all that's a reduction of 427 

thousand dollars this is all going to make up that 535 positive entries uh we are adding a 1.0 social 

worker that we added last year after the budget was put in place now we're putting that position into 

the budget we do have some add-ons for the head lifeguard because we're opening the pool to the 

community we need more lifeguards we need a supervisor of lifeguards that's what the headlifeguard is 

and then we put a hundred thousand dollars in there for covert related expenditures okay because we 

don't know as i said earlier the remediation the the lack of schooling some of the kids a lot of the kids 

have received how do we get them back to where they need to be we only put a hundred thousand that 

could be teaching that could be social and emotional areas now we're looking at that federal money and 

that just came out and they're earmarking that towards not really solving your budget problems but 

trying to help you with pandemic related problems that would be very helpful if that's true and we do 

get that money in addition to the state aids restored we could actually reduce this hundred thousand to 

try to solve our budget again 

then our benefits which include the retirements both employees retirement i'm sorry i got to support 

staff i miss that sorry about that so that 442 000 we have contractual obligations 356 000 of that we are 

increasing some hours and some secretarial roles helping us with the pool we're hiring a physician 

assistant or physical therapist due to a retirement of assistance physical therapy assistant greeters for 

the pool lifeguards this our former pool we would have maybe 10 we're looking at 50 60 lifeguards this 

is a big pool it's being used a lot more which is great that's how we sold it we want the community to 

come and use it even with the pandemic they've been calm and that's a good thing but we need 

lifeguards we have to pay them i mean people like to swim but they like to get paid too if they're 

watching and a lot of them are kids some of them are kids some of them are the college kid age and so 

forth uh we are restructuring our tech department we have a lot of retirements over the next couple 

three years um we have a programmer that's currently in the department who will be looking at 

retirement some soon so we're at 50 000 right now that would help us with a half-time person for this 

coming year maybe towards the middle of the year and then the following year when the retirement's 

anticipated we would then bump that up to uh the right number with benefits say a hundred thousand 

um and then we have some changes in some clerk positions that make up that 442 thousand dollars and 



then you have the benefits salaries and benefits are going to make up about 70 to 75 percent of our 

overall budget that's our product we sell human services that's where we're spending the majority of 

our money so then you'll see the other changes in the expense side and again i'm not going to talk about 

omaha because we did do that but i will mention a couple that 45 000 in teaching contractual 10 000 of 

that is attributed to charter school tuition we have over 20 children attending charter schools in our 

district and we have to pay it's about 11 000 per child and then we have one-to-one nurse requirements 

that's also in that category that's an add-on of 36 000 so now that budgets three one-to-one nurses for 

children that need a nurse 24 7. from the time they get on the bus to the time they get off the bus in the 

afternoon they have to have a nurse we have to provide them that was something that used to be 

provided by the county that has now been passed on to the school we go down a little bit okay that's it 

for that page let's see here operations and maintenance you got a 98 000 increase in supplies 85 000 of 

that is for the pandemic we spent this year to open school 500 000 that we spent over the summer so 

that we can be ready when the kids came in in september that's from sanitizing liquids barriers masks 

washing stations i'm missing more stuff i'm sure there's a lot we bought a lot of stuff um and so far it's 

been it worked out good i really haven't had many complaints we brought our o m staff onto the 

daytime some cleaners to clean the handles as the kids move overall i think we did a great job we 

haven't heard the problems unfortunately that's how we hear problems have not heard any in this 

particular area everybody feels comfortable they feel safe we're sanitizing a good position but we need 

to buy new stuff for next year possibly can we use the federal money now that we know about it 

possibly right now we have ninety-eight thousand dollars of that eighty-five thousand is for pandemic 

ten thousand is just general increases it cost three thousand for the pool went on a little bit more to 

transportation 42 000 that has 15 000 in there for pandemic we had to put shields behind the drivers 

mast make sure the buses have the sanitizing liquid mass in case the kids get on they forgot their mass 

we have to have them drivers needed them gloves and so forth so we have fifteen thousand overall we 

have about a hundred thousand in the budget for pandemic related supplies that we may need to 

replenish then when you get into boces expenditures here's administrative increases special education 

regular school as well kids are moving our regular education part of boces is basically attributed to the 

mobile program we have an increase in that area um special ed again kids are they move around they 

come into our district we have to provide the services we do provide them but it does increase our cost 

um and then you'll see some changes on the debt service so overall our expenses are up three point two 

eight percent or two million nine hundred thousand six fourths oh i should go back just remember that 

91 million 368 047 so that is our budget right now for next school year 21 22. so here are the revenues 

so we have to have we have our expense now we have to balance between the revenues and the 

savings these are the items that we just talked about and you see that green item so you didn't see that 

on the revenue side but that's still our budget gap 1 million 146. i put it in here just so that when you 

look at the middle column way at the bottom the revenue plus those savings i'll add up to that 91 million 

368. we have to have a balanced budget this gives us a balanced budget only thing is we still don't know 

how we're going to take care of that green 146. that right there is at a two percent tax levy increase 

you'll see that the second number up from the bottom middle count two percent increase which is 

seven hundred sixty five thousand seven twenty 

so here's our tax cap and i've mentioned this four times so i'll go through a little bit quicker um we start 

off with our our this is the two percent tax cap start off with our current year levy that 38 million 213 

the total pot of money that we receive from all of our taxing jurisdictions we have four towns we 

increase that by the growth factor which is supplied by new york state 1.0062 then we add the pilots for 



this year goes in lieu of 316. come up to an adjusted number 38766 increase that by the consumer price 

index cpi or 2 percent the lesser of it which is cpi 1.23 subtract the uh pilots for next year that 403 

number that you saw on the revenue side and then because we haven't gone to our cap over the last 

few years we have generated a savings of 391 000 that we could have taxed the community but we 

didn't but you're allowed to carry that forward and put it into your calculation of your new tax cut so 

when you add all that up you come up to in the yellow line 39 million 230 983 compared to the 38 213 

it's an increase of one million seventeen thousand or two point six six percent so basically our two 

percent tax cap is two point six six we could go that high and still simple majority fifty plus one if you 

exceed if you go out to a vote and it exceeds your cap of 2.66 in this case for us then we have to have a 

super majority 60 

positive okay so this just shows our gaps so our current expense 91 million 368 the current revenues 

including last year's tax levy at this point 85 million 581 we had a budget gap of 5.7 million then we use 

our savings accounts you have the fund balance 1.6 800 000 the three reserve funds 30 491 and 873. 

subtract them from that gap we still have a gap of 1 million increase 911 taxes 2 for this coming year 

that's at 7.65 we still have a budget gap of that 146. and what we're waiting for is the state of new york 

to finalize their budget then we can make our decisions once we know for sure what we're going to get 

from the state 

so thank you i'll entertain any questions some questions here frank i just frank could you just explain tax 

lobby because people taxes don't go up two percent yeah so the tax levy as i said is the total amount of 

tax money that we receive the total amount from that we divide that out amongst the four towns we 

have chili which is about fifty percent of our tax base ogden and rag is about 25 each and then we have 

about eight to ten homes in sweden which is a very small percentage so we spread that tax levy amount 

well let's go back to a number so i can actually show you so our tax levy would be 

38 million 979 so that second uh number up in the middle column 38 million 979 that's the total amount 

of money that we're gonna collect from everyone that lives in our four towns once we have that number 

split out by towns and we know what the town assessments are then we divide that number into each 

town's assessment and we come up with the tax rate and the tax rate is what we pay on our tax bills so 

you take your home assessment multiply it by the tax rate that we're going to calculate that's how much 

in total money you have to pay history has been in churchville chile that whatever our levy is our tax 

rate is significantly less our tax rate increases significantly less than the tax levy increase because of the 

growth now growth can come from two sources it could come from reassessment which in a lot of cases 

that's what we've been having or it could come from new growth and we have a lot of that but you see 

new tracks going up across the different tunnels okay any other questions any questions thank you 

thank you okay thank you next we have lori is going to speak on the reopening plan committee okay so 

we're going to actually bring in our reopening committee who will be presenting to you uh this evening i 

do have one part of the last slide so i'll pick up there so i'd like to have a group come in 

yes i'm going to ask that julio bosco and sue witter come forward first they'll be providing the 

background and introduction to the committee and some basic information and then each of our 

principals and other members that are here this evening from the county this is not the full committee 

but as many members that were able to be here this evening will each take their component elementary 

middle and high school and then i will finish up the next step so i'll turn it over to um sue who is our 



director of curriculum assessment professional development and julio vasco who is our assistant 

superintendent human resources instruction sorry larry new title 

 

okay 

how do you want me to cope it no let's go through it the way it is okay 

oh okay so our first slide just describes who was on our committee um we have representation for lots 

of different stakeholders and we met for four sessions so far multiple hour sessions and um did a lot of 

work which we're going to present over the course of the next couple of slides 

so some of the guiding principles that we were paying attention to as we were meeting was first of all 

ensuring that the health and safety of all students and staff were such a part of all the decisions we 

made providing equitable and accessible instruction to all of our kids maximizing in-person instruction 

having flexibility to adapt to whatever the current status may be and we know that's been ever-changing 

and providing clear structure and accountability for whatever decisions we make so um we put a couple 

of different plans on the table the first one being the current plan to continue that which was hybrid and 

remote another plan we considered was all k-12 students returning for five days a week another one 

was all students returning four days a week and then the last one which is the one that we um settled 

on and the rest of the staff here tonight we'll go into more detail is a differentiated plan for per level so 

we have different plans for both elementary middle and high school 

some of the factors that we were focused on while having the conversations about really adjusting our 

our current schedules was transportation what would bus capacity look like uh what would how would it 

impact our pickup in our drop-offs every single day uh facility space that would include classroom setup 

also pe music and cafeteria all those areas we'd have to think about what adjustments would need to be 

made in those areas food service making sure that if as we increase the number of students that we 

have enough food for all the kids also for our remote families making sure that we continue to have our 

pickup points and have enough food for that cleaning procedures with increased students obviously we 

want to make sure that we're ensuring that our cleaning procedures are are where we want them to be 

so that's something we're working with o m um schedules would need to be adjusted obviously for all 

the kids um we're looking at our programs always trying to maintain the programs we have and 

obviously make enhancements where we can um it would be an impact also on safety and security 

making sure that our safety and security staff was readjusted all their schedules were readjusted so that 

we can have them in critical points around the district when needed also with this particular model the 

particular models we're going to be discussing we do believe there's going to be an impact in kasich 

staffing so there may be some additional staffing needs that we will have so we're discussing what the 

what that would look like and working with the hr department to try to figure that part out and then 

obviously the technology needs um that's been a really critical part of everything we've done since the 

beginning we want to continue to ensure that our students and our staff have all the technology that 

they need so that we can meet the needs of our kids instructionally each day 

and then we just wanted to give you the latest update on the commitment form so as of 3 30 today we 

had about 3 000 response responses so that's about 700 short of everyone at this point 90 about 92 

percent are choosing in in-person instruction in 8.4 or choosing full remote um and just a reminder that 



the 700 that we have not heard from as per the commitment form it says that they will be automatically 

enrolled in the in-person option although that will be looked at on a case-by-case basis 

so at this time we'd like to share the actual plans so we'll invite the elementary representatives to come 

up and share the plan and that will be the sale from crs and my friend dave okay mr johnson good 

evening everybody so i'd like to start by saying uh thank you to the elementary teachers that were 

representative on our committees and that those folks were kelly barrardicardi marisa healey and kathy 

ochioni our proposal for the k-4 students is to have all students be offered the opportunity to return five 

days a week for all students k through four to a full remote status those students would returning would 

be assigned to the same classroom teacher that they currently have any students that would be opting 

for in person or excuse me full anybody who would be opting for full remote instruction then would be 

moved to a full remote teacher so they would be moved to a different teacher from their current 

teacher we do have some logistics to work out because right now we're looking at three feet social 

distancing hopefully within classrooms if it remains six feet in the cafeteria or even if that is changed our 

cafeterias are different sizes and with the number of kids coming in we would be looking at potentially 

some of the classes needing to eat lunch in their classrooms due to space constraints we are working on 

schedules being adjusted to include pe art and music at five days a week versus the current schedule 

that we have 

so we're working on those and the other thing is that on the buses we would be looking at potentially 

having two students per seat with the windows down and students wearing face coverings and of course 

we'd continue to follow and support any of the safety guidelines face masks social distancing within the 

hallways and washing and sanitizing and all of the cleaning protocols and reviewing those with 

everybody a rationale for this plan is obviously in-person instruction is better than the remote 

instruction so we're looking to increase that as much as possible that would allow for increased 

interaction with teachers helping them to better meet the students social emotional and academic 

needs with the students being in school five days a week for in-person instruction the teachers would no 

longer be needing the time to plan for those full remote learners or the hybrid learners so they would 

no longer need that wednesday for the asynchronous planning so that's why we feel we can get them 

into school five days a week by taking our full remote kids and assigning them to a full remote teacher 

and obviously two a benefit for the full remote students is then they would have increased contact time 

with the teacher that they're assigned to and be able to get more support more support socially um and 

emotionally and academically for them 

if you have any questions 

sure for the art and music kids do they do like art on a cart or would they be able to go to the art room 

can they move around a little bit um are they doing that now they are doing some of both so some of it 

depending is in the classroom and some of it is out um we would try to contain like pod like units as 

much as possible and make sure that if they're moving to a space that there's the amount of time to be 

able to clean and then sanitize that area before next class would come in so some of it would depend on 

how much flex time there is in between to get things cleaned and sanitized and i know my teacher at ces 

is excited to even teach our outside you know as the weather gets better so have you thought him about 

when the kids get off the bus and you have that big you know question in the morning what that's going 

to look like so we're able to um stagger like let a couple off at a time and that keeps from having the 



rush at the door yeah i'm assuming you have to put in more rows and parents are still doing pick up yes 

yep 

yeah i know while we were in the midst of the hybrid model we didn't have the same plan have options 

for extracurricular at the elementary level or other things that were going on but with the reinstatement 

if you reinstate this five days a week will there be some options too for that or is that being looked at by 

the committee um i know there's not much time in the school year i think to be honest with you the 

focus was just getting school started and then i think uh the term was let's see how it goes and you 

know first there was so much work to get ready to go and then um i think we'll address that in the 

coming weeks but as of right now we do not have a plan to start extracurricular right away we do have 

one extracurricular going to crs right now we do have a version uh a coveted version of the musical 

going on the musical review that they're doing 

like they're practicing yeah they actually they've split it so they have 12 students that come on monday 

12 students that come on thursday they are 12 feet apart they're practicing singing and then they're 

going to videotape it and then put it together and make an electronic version of a musical review 

any other questions all right we're going to turn it over to carl 

good evening everyone i didn't bring back up like kim did it's just me 

very much the same for five six what you just heard from from my colleagues uh we are looking at a 

five-day model for the fifth and sixth grade uh in the very same way we're looking at uh changing focus 

rooms for students that are staying full remote um and the exception of that would be for students with 

disabilities within my five six they're just a handful that are currently full remote some of them by the 

survey results are changing to in person but for the ones that are staying full remote we we really 

prioritize that at our table to talk about really keeping them with their special educator as well as as with 

their their focus room teacher for that so um same rationale as the elementary school as well it's really 

about the in-person instruction we've been in this model for a long time and i think we all agree that the 

sooner we can get kids in person and back to a five-day routine the better off that we're going to be 

looking at all of that we're looking at all the same things that all the buildings are we're looking at the 

whole program top to bottom so there's the transportation there's the lunchrooms there's the parent 

drop-off and how that may change last week when i talked to you i mentioned to parents that were 

watching that i we really would encourage them if they were dropping off to consider the bus for that 

and just looking through the survey results so far it looks like an awful lot of parents are doing that i 

think there's a big difference between two days a week dropping your kids off and doing it for all five so 

a lot of families made comments and and indicated that doing all five days of driving just wasn't going to 

be possible so they were going to be putting kids back on the bus but to the question about the back bus 

loop we already stagger arrival with our buses out there for the very reason in a normal year we do that 

uh so we'll be watching it in the mornings to see if we need to stagger them more and jeff is aware that 

we'll be looking at that for their arrival time but because the parents are are looking to put kids on the 

buses more i don't think we're going to have to change out here we'll wait and see and we'll have to 

count the numbers but i don't think we'll have to change this out here very much uh for fifth and sixth 

grade one of the big questions from parents in the survey has been about lunches how is the how's 

lunch gonna work if there's more kids coming in the lunchroom what's that going to look like um so for 

our fifth and sixth grade lunch we right now what we are thinking is we're going to keep the individual 

seating um but the way that it the way that the lunches are set there's two groups of students that 



come at a time there's like a blue six group and a green six group of students that come and then we 

typically do at the end of the lunch we have some form of recess and if you've ever been in a lunch room 

with 210 year olds you know they need recess um so what we're planning to do for the lunches when 

there's more kids there is one group of kids will start with recess while the other group of kids eat and 

then we'll switch we'll have to clean the desks and things because they'll be using the same desk but 

we'll we'll do a cleaning and then we'll switch um for that so possible that it might prolong lunch a little 

bit at least until we get the new routine and how things go uh but we're working now on a backup plan 

for rain days and things like that for that a group of us actually met this morning high school 

administrators and middle school admin talking about the south cafeteria that's going to present a little 

bit more of a challenge for us with the kids there what we're looking at preliminary is taking over the 

stage that's in there and putting seating up on the stage and then uh moving our chorus groups out of 

the forum that currently practice there they'll move to the pack and they'll practice there jeff smith was 

part of our our meeting this morning um and we'll have student seating in the forum as well we feel like 

that's going to accommodate but again until we map it out and measure everything we may need even 

some additional space uh but i know miss daily has already started taking some kids outside and getting 

kids used to sitting out in the nice weather and eating their lunch outdoors as well um so for seven and 

eight it's a different ball game once once we get there the specialized subjects kick in kids are moving all 

over the place so once my building i have my elementary grades and then i have my secondary grades so 

my seventh and eighth grade are going to mirror the 912 that scott's going to talk about in a few 

minutes so my seventh and eighth grade we're going to move to a four day a week model so the kids will 

be coming to school four days we're going to have to maintain the wednesdays uh to to do the planning 

that the teachers need to do to do the asynchronous instruction for the kids that are remote that day 

for kids that are out but we feel like that can that's that's a real benefit because the kids can stay with 

their their classroom teacher that they know and that they've been working with all year um the 

rationale for that uh the only real difference there was that we we really looked at the possibility of 

going all asynchronous with kids if they were remote um the reason we didn't really want to do that was 

you know at the end of the day we we we have to feel good about what we're recommending for the 

kids and and we just didn't feel good about having a kid that was in say an earth science class it went 

through 30 weeks getting synchronous instruction and then not getting that for the last 10 weeks so we 

really looked for ways to be able to maintain the synchronous pieces it's not perfect uh but we have 

worked out systems in the classes and and it is working quite well uh for us so that's that was the 

rationale with that um 

my percentages pretty much matched what what sue witter presented earlier we had uh just a little 

over 900 respondents and we're hovering around eight percent uh for full remote right now so it's down 

quite a bit from last time right now i'm looking at about 60 students that are fully remote my only catch 

to that is is that we do have a number of full remote families that didn't respond to the the survey so 

we're going to be checking in with them uh personally and seeing you know what what they're planning 

on doing questions about the middle school amy for the five six kids my teachers are walking classes too 

class we started the year with teachers coming to classrooms um but that was that was working well 

enough that we felt we could start moving kids to to those classes okay 

mr wilson thank you good evening everyone i'm scott wilson high school principal i'm joined here with 

two of my outstanding teachers who served on the committee kate esposito and heather burns kate's 

one of our math teachers at the high school and heather is our special education teacher they served on 



it they served on the committee with um in addition to to the teachers here tonight mary um mary leach 

the house administrator from ninth grade and larry joined the committee as well as well as all of our 

directors um worked with with us regarding our plan so um our 912 model moving forward what we're 

proposing with the again with the changes that are needed to make this happen um is to move to a to 

continue with our uh four day a week model but instead of having students report two days a week 

they're now double it's four days a week families got to choose with the survey either a full road option 

for the last 10 weeks of school or to go in person um that's very familiar to our families and that that 

really did play into some of our rationale with with uh proposing this model in person and full remote 

students would remain with their current teachers including asynchronous learning on wednesdays for 

all so one of the important things at the high school we have 200 courses over 200 courses we offer 

there's 1157 students in the high school 120 teachers it's a lot of combinations so it was important to try 

to maintain consistency with the teachers that they've had throughout the year and the students are 

familiar with the with the synchronous model and the asynchronous model both days students will 

remain uh with their their schedules as normal they have eight 40-minute periods and on the 

synchronous days again the in-person students travel through the building using our masking protocols 

and all the same normal protocols to keep everybody safe and our remote students have to log in every 

40 minutes so our synchronous models kids are used to that those new routines again one of the 

adjustments on the busing to get the kids in is to put move to two students per seat on the buses uh 

with the windows down it should help we too are looking at the numbers from our surveys today um 

that came in and we're going to be making adjustments for cafeteria seating and the parent drop-off 

loop um security's got an outstanding system right now with a little patience we get everybody in safely 

and uh with their tempers in check because i know sometimes it's very stressful in the mornings in the 

afternoons um our rationale uh it really what moving to this from two days a week to four days a week 

there's several things that we took into consideration number one it doubles the in-person instruction 

so fans so families that chose in-person instruction have been coming in two days a week and working 

asynchronous asynchronously the rest of the week now they can come in for two for double that so 

monday tuesday and thursday friday um it does we have a well-established routine on wednesdays 

students some of the feedback students have provided is it does give a little bit reprieve from the screen 

time the wednesdays are a little bit different pace and a little more independent so some of the 

feedback from students is that that they've they found that to be very helpful and it gives them a chance 

to catch up it also aligns with wilmoco about a month ago moco did a review of their numbers and asked 

it member districts they wanted and proposed bringing students back four days a week we were able to 

do that successfully the busing all the uh the class sizes we made a couple of slight adjustments all those 

students have been going four days a week and it's working well um this will this model will continue a 

um continue our wednesdays for several reasons um again it does provide and we currently are 

providing extra support for students especially our remote students um we have found that many 

remote students and then our teachers would attest to this that they're shy they when asked questions 

they may not be the first to speak up because they're right on screen and everybody can hear and see 

and they've been using getting creative with the chat feature things like that and zoom but using 

wednesdays in the established office hours students can make appointments to meet with their 

teachers teachers can make appointments with students and have those standing times that are 

organized so kids can get the extra support they need we've also have been bringing in students who are 

making our at-risk lists every five weeks we look at our students in jeopardy these are students that may 

be struggling in multiple courses they get identified our assistant principals and counselors who are case 



managing these students reach out and we've been bringing in groups of students on wednesday for 

extra support it's a supervised work time essentially and during that time on wednesdays teachers have 

the ability to come down meet with the kids some cases they bring them back to their classroom so 

there's that extra face time if you will for our most at risk students um in addition on wednesdays 

there's uh we have tier three plans and we use the learning center or tlc center for for additional case 

management so some students are getting that extra support again i mentioned the office hours and of 

course wednesdays too provides that flexibility for students and for teachers for case managing students 

and making those connections especially our special education department our special education 

departments really get to know their students well and on on wednesdays they can have extended time 

face-to-face time providing the services and making those connections and checking in with students so 

collectively it's very familiar to the students i think we will continue to tweak to make sure that we um 

with additional bodies in the building we were able to do everything safely lunches we have a little bit 

more work to do parent drop off work be a little bit more work to do but i'm confident after meeting 

with our my colleagues they were very confident that's going to be the best plan moving forward 

questions from from the high school did you think to see some of our full remote in a high school level 

even maybe some of our struggle with learners with remote uh we actually yes some of the students 

that are coming have been coming in on wednesday they are actually full remote um and you know with 

some of the concerns with check the box to come back did you see yeah i do have some numbers for us 

yeah right after the uh noon mark today i took a look at the numbers so there's 1157 students at the 

high school 850 responded which is really really strong for the high school i i felt um currently earlier 

today was 86 percent chose in person about 14 chose remote there's 300 we don't have the responses 

from just yet so i was actually very pleasantly surprised that that many wanted to come back because i 

had heard we had some informal you know polls teachers taking classrooms a lot of kids said i'm going 

to stay remote i i think they want to be back they miss their friends they miss the the hallways they want 

to be had that normal close to school year as we all do um so with the 300 non responses so far my plan 

is to is to cross-reference the 300 with who are fully remote currently and reach out to them first 

because those are the families that if whether they miss the the deadline or whatever the cases are we 

want to make sure that they they have uh made the selection that works best for their family 

okay 

and then i think lori i'm gonna pick up the end of this and so our next steps are in front of you on the 

screen so we do have a committee meeting tomorrow and we will be spending some time tomorrow 

looking at the final numbers so each of the teams will be working together looking at their final list of 

enrollment for in-person as well as remote we do have to make some decisions on staffing because we 

will have to get postings up in order to get teachers hired for that last 10 weeks of school for grades k-6 

so they'll confirm the enrollment numbers we'll look at class sizes we'll look whether or not we're going 

to be providing across the district k1234 or by school so we have to make some of those decisions as 

well as five and six cafeteria procedures each of the principals actually spoke to already so we will be 

finalizing that not just seating in the cafeteria or outside but also roberta with preparation and ordering 

like meals in advance and again processing through the line to purchase meals transportation services 

were also addressed so we met with jeff today and renee will be back in a couple of weeks as well and 

so we are looking at what's the capacity on each of the bus runs do we need to change any routes and if 

so we need to prepare and get mailings out to families in advance of april 19th so we do fully expect to 

provide some communication to families the week of the fifth as well as the week of the 12th again full 



remote parameters now that we know who our remote families will be we will be working on schedules 

for remote families for students and that mailing will let the individuals know who the potential teacher 

is what the time frame will be for their work that will be done remotely and what that's going to look 

like so we do need a little time to do six to work on that as you know 7 12 will remain intact as is we are 

working with the monroe county health department in regard to quarantine requirements mr bosco and 

i mentioned that on the video recording that we did given the three foot protocol we are waiting to 

know whether or not that would mean if there's a positive case in the classroom are we now balancing it 

on wearing face masks and three feet like we are now with wearing face masks and six feet if that's 

acceptable then we will not probably have to quarantine the whole class however if that's different um 

then we will let people know that potentially then the whole class would be quarantined so we're 

hopeful that if the new york state department of health which i will talk about in my update in a little bit 

does support the cdc requirement of free foot social distancing that we won't have to quarantine a full 

class but that right now is not a final decision at this point we are preparing our update for our 

reopening plan as you know late in august we submitted to both the department of health and the state 

education department our reopening plans we have to update those plans post them on our website as 

well as then submit those into the portals so we'll be working to get that done later this week and next 

week and get those submitted um and then we will wait to hear whether or not they're accepted or 

whether they're denied and a second prong of this committee that we have shared out before is to work 

on the 2021 2022 school opening and so for the fall so while tomorrow is going to be spent looking at 

the results of the commitment form and finalizing these details we just talked about we will have many 

subsequent meetings that will be planning reopening the fall which we are looking to do a five-day 

across the district k-12 we are still waiting to confirm whether or not any remote opportunity would be 

afforded to students or families for next fall we do not have an answer on that we do know that families 

would like to homeschool that that will be an option in the fall as it has been in the past and the last 

item is the new york state department of health advocacy we are posting on our website and in social 

media tomorrow some information in regard to new york state department of health and requesting our 

families and our community support we have not heard from the department of health across monroe 

county with any of our letters of advocacy whether it's from our local school boards to our county 

anything from the department of health since early february when the department of health authorized 

at-risk sports to be in that is the last bit of communication and correspondence any of us have heard 

from the department of health so we are going to be posting uh names phone numbers addresses and 

asking our community for full support to help us get an answer from the new york state department of 

health because right now everything is anchoring upon hearing something from the department of 

health of new york state so i'll wrap up there i would again like to thank the representatives here tonight 

and all of our committee members and again i'll thank them to our own person again as we move 

forward a lot of moving parts and again because of the timing of the asking families to submit by today 

obviously we couldn't have all the answers for you this evening from noon today until now so we have 

uh tomorrow's schedule to do that so we will keep our families informed as well as the board as we 

always do with our weekly updates um so that is basically what we have for you so i don't know if the 

board has any further questions or comments that you would like to make just thank you to the 

committee members already thank you thank you very much 

all right thank you everyone 

okay moves us to the floor and we do have some privileged uh 



you allow up to five individuals to speak in the order in which they registered with mary torcello um if 

you are addressing the board tonight please be aware that although this is a business meeting that's 

open to the public it is not a public forum so therefore the board will listen to your questions concerns 

but you'll not receive an answer this evening your concerns will be taken into consideration for potential 

uh future action of the board in addition the board reserves the right to place limits on the amount of 

time allotted to the speaker so therefore we ask you to adhere to the code of conduct with speech you 

did not mention in individuals by name keep your marks to uh three minutes thank you our first speaker 

tonight is michael emerson thank you first off i'd like to thank you for the opportunity to speak today 

i've been in correspondence with a few of you in the past and would like to take this opportunity to 

address the rest of you that i haven't talked to my name is michael emerson currently both my sons are 

enrolled at fairbanks elementary school this past year has been rough on most people to say the least as 

with most parents my children are the most important thing to me in the world however the week spent 

dealing with my children in tears due to the current hybrid model their complaints of being tired of 

sitting in front of a computer screen feeling like they're failing and asking countless times as they'll ever 

go back to school to see all their friends again has made it even harder i can personally deal with this 

added stress and turmoil myself however this is not okay the damage that is done to my children i was 

elated to hear that the cdc now recommends that even in high transmission areas the restrictions have 

been reduced to three feet in cohorting my rhetorical question at this point is why now when we're 

three quarters away through the year my wife asked me shortly after the midterm survey why i was so 

passionate about the current education model now and why i didn't really say much before my answer 

heard was that i really understood and expected at the beginning of the year things were going to be 

different then when i received and responded to the midterm survey a lot of things became clear to me 

first off this administration for the school district for the most part has failed our children thankfully i'm 

unaware of any children or child suicides in our area i could sit here and spot off all kinds of suicide 

mental health statistics but that has not been done numerous times and nothing has changed i am 

curious that at what point in our if our district had this sort of problem would something really have 

been done it has become apparent that the only real reason things are changing now is because of the 

pressure from parents like myself who said enough is enough as i said i have only been in 

correspondence with a few of you the majority have kept giving political answers that are just being 

used in order to try to stay out of the crosshairs of other angry parents this brings me to my next point 

most of you sitting here elected or picked by a board that is elected by the same angry parents that 

you've tried to play politics with you were elected to serve the children of our school district rather than 

stand up and fight for them from the start of the year some of you who sat back and go we are doing the 

best we can we do not expect school to be a daycare facility but we do expect school to provide the best 

level education possible the third thing i noticed was that the entire point of the midterm state survey 

was attempt to placate the parents if it wasn't then why would we not take a step toward getting back 

to traditional education model by adding in every other wednesday the results of the survey were 

overwhelmingly for adding the day and pointed out that the parents were unhappy with how things 

were at the time nothing up until now has changed from the ending of the year and this adds to my 

point that you have for the most part failed the children also my correspondence with certain 

administrators i pointed out several ways to be able to add more personal instruction i pointed out that 

all fully remote students should be assigned to the same teacher this allows other teachers who return 

concerned that their wellness wednesdays which were actually being used to update the online content 

we're now free to do in-person instruction also in my past correspondence i pointed out that based on 



class class sizes i was given the number of teachers in each grade more in-person instruction should 

have been implemented far earlier than hopefully on april 19th shortly after this my emails with 

questions stopped getting explanations in a response and my reply became good evening mr emerson i 

am in receipt of your email and i respect your advocacy and understand your frustration we will 

continue to advocate with our local health departments and new york state education department to 

reopen schools fully i do not have anything further that will address your concerns from what i have 

been from what i have previously stated finally i noticed that the amount of communication and 

motivation to fix things is extremely poor at best churchville chili school districts point to the finger at 

the county and state departments for the restrictions the county points the fingers at the districts in the 

state the state points the finger at the county and districts round and round we go i am i point out again 

that you are hired and elected by people there are and the people are unhappy transparency has gotten 

better uh which but should have been the norm from the start april 19th is supposedly the day we are 

now striving to get to to get to in order just taking a step in the right direction but why are we still 

figuring out these issues now we are in the 11th hour now we are concerned with transportation food 

services specials etc these are the things that should have been planned tweaked replanned and 

retweeted countless times over the past year but this is not the case hopefully we can use this as a 

learning experience because i don't have any belief that anyone up there will take the blame and say 

that the choices that were made were the wrong ones i also don't believe that most of you are happy 

with the way things have gone the past year so far we can't change the past now we need to figure out 

how to not let that something like this ever happen again i want you all to advocate for every child in 

this district stop passing blame and stand up for whoever put whoever pushes back against you ask 

common sense questions like so if children in schools have to maintain six feet of distance why wouldn't 

they have to at a child care facility before after or even on remote days they don't have a distancing 

restriction there schools are an essential or school is essential as anything else in the world and provides 

for the most important people in the world as our elected officials i implore you to challenge the six feet 

rule fight to deem schools as an essential service and challenge the quarantine restrictions if everyone 

has mass are only a few of the issues i see in our future our children need the education freedom and 

social aspects the school provides thank you 

good evening 

oh sorry my name is alicia nagel my husband and i have lived in this district all of our lives and attended 

churchill chile we have three girls two of which attend ces currently i imagine all of you had had 

sleepless nights this last year as i have covet is likely the greatest challenge many of us faced in our 

personal and professional lives despite all the changes coped has caused the school situation is the one 

that consumes me you can imagine how grateful i was to hear that students would be back in person 

pending social distance changes and that likely my kindergartner would be back to school in a few weeks 

regardless it brought tears to my eyes unfortunately it wasn't long before i thought why now after a year 

why now has the district figured out a way to work within the guidelines for my kindergartner you all 

seemingly waited for new york state to change the six feet requirement and still kind of are instead of 

questioning and challenging that requirement sooner and the essentialness of the school other 

professions businesses and industries challenged the requirements placed on them they were active in 

order to maintain their business and the needs of that business they had governing bodies and 

associated associations leading them why didn't the same hold true for the business of educating our 

children it seemed to have taken six months for the advocacy letters to be sent out in february the past 



behind us it sounds as if the committee work is set to continue and has been directed to explore and 

develop plans beyond the full in-person one i'm glad to hear that we're planning proactively we will 

need that because once our children are back in school as you mentioned we'll need to figure out how 

to keep them there what might cause us to need to pivot again and how fast could we flip back to hybrid 

if we had to for god forbid back to remote could it be done with little to no disruption to instruction 

these questions should be answered and plans should be made ahead of a covet event not as it's 

happening anticipation and advanced planning will help set expectations it puts everyone in a position 

to respond to change and not react to it at the very least it helps us mentally prepare all this to say i am 

asking for you to continue to lead and be transparent i'm asking you for to be as active you've been in 

the last month as the superintendent and the board of education of churchfield twilight you are all in a 

position of authority you are our leaders and one of our responsibilities is to serve and advocate for your 

constituents and students you have a seat at the table so to speak you are part of meetings committees 

and boards that give you access to information the year of other leaders and a platform to advocate for 

our children we as parents do look to you for direction on how we can all act in concert to reach 

common goals we never should have accepted this past year as our fate many parents and teachers 

didn't but we weren't afforded direction how to work together please continue to make forward 

movement to remember that students are the priority and that you are our advocates and the conduit 

to information lastly please continue to be transparent the last four weeks we have received the 

information that we have been asking for for months please continue to update us regularly even if 

there's no change in status it builds trust and it helps everyone to not fill in the gaps what we think is 

happening or not happening transparent see sheds light on what is being done and what stands in the 

way it allows us to respond to one another instead of point fingers again i'm asking you all to continue to 

lead us in advocating for our children while increasing transparency and communication thank you all 

for your time and for the work of the reopening committee the principles and each one of you in this 

past month so i don't accept the current situation and i do continue to ask for improvement i am very 

grateful for the hope and the actual reality that both of my girls to be in school fourth quarter thank you 

thank you thank you for sharing your concerns with us this evening and continue to look at our websites 

and updates regarding the issues that you raised here and looking at our connected messages sent to 

parents and listening in addition make sure you've signed up for e-news and recommend so that you 

this moves us to our superintendent's report 

so as i mentioned earlier about the fourth quarter planning i offer again thanks to our committees and 

to the board of education for the extra time and opportunity to try to figure out ways to move forward 

and reopen more fully and increase our in-person time as mentioned again we have a committee 

meeting tomorrow and several thereafter to continue working to prepare for the 19th i've already 

mentioned we have not heard from the department of health since early february and again along with 

my colleagues across the county uh we are all um continuing to do our best you know i know there was 

a mention that you know potentially we have a platform and a seat at the table we do not have a seat at 

the table for the new york state department of health just to be transparent athletics fall 2 is underway 

planning for jd and varsity spring teams to begin on april 19th so athletics are well on their way i thought 

it would take time to talk a little bit about fine arts since we haven't had an update for a little bit the 

sixth through eighth grade musical production of frozen just closed and the recordings of three separate 

casts are now being distributed to families the senior high musical is set to record their musical review 

during the week of april 5th with restrictions being lifted as of april 1st this will be the first time we can 



welcome back a live audience to the performing arts center so each of the student performers will be 

allowed to bring three guests in to the night of the recording similar to the proportions that we allow for 

athletics which one was that which one 

the fifth grade musical production of annie will be recording two separate cast productions during the 

months of april and may and mr smith our director of fine arts will be working to allow an in-person 

viewing of that performance as well the 5th through 12th grade ensembles will be working on 

alternative plans in lieu of a traditional spring concert season so smaller ensembles will host a limited 

engagement of in-person events as well and some of the larger ensembles are working on digital options 

for their families mr smith shared that we recently hosted a virtual assembly with the rochester 

philharmonic orchestra where four string players from the group virtually presented an assembly for our 

fifth through twelfth graders string players recruitment plans are underway for our third and fourth 

grade students so they can begin studying an instrument next year as fourth graders and respectively as 

fifth graders as you know in the spring we weren't together so we were unable to move that forward 

and then with the restrictions of 12 foot social distancing for any band instrument as well as coral i really 

limited the opportunity for our students to select an instrument to be in the band or strings like the fifth 

grade musical chestnut ridge as kim mentioned earlier will be recording their musical selection 

performance this spring to share with families their recording dates are set for early may so they're also 

looking at whether or not they could figure out an integrated option for some in person um or not so 

they're working on that so that is the update that i have heard thank you um it moves us to program 

action item our first one is the committee on special education and preschool special education 

recommendations that we're in your package we have a motion for those please see second by the end 

all those in favor 

in a motion i need motion for the modification made to the 2020 2021 school calendar to adopt this 

calendar as presented uh john and second by mike g so that adoption is to take the april 30th 

conference day we do not need that conference day for scoring of the three through eight assessments 

given that there will be only one day of assessments we do not need that day for scoring therefore we're 

transitioning that day back to an instructional day for our students the next item is the 2021-2022 school 

can calendar and this is a motion to adopt the school calendar for this observation 

given the demographics of our district staff it surprises me that our overall union membership will be 

desirous calendar particularly as it relates to feather it's inconsistent with all the previous years i mean 

i'm fine to go ahead and move it it just it's just a surprise to me given which february looks like that our 

staff would be interested in doing and working with the unit we have requested some options and we 

were informed that they would prefer that we stay within the guidelines of the contract itself so the 

guidelines of the contract require the district to remain within labor day to what is called rating day 

which is that final day in june for scoring of regents exams so the district without an moa with the 

teachers union has no room to negotiate outside of that window therefore with the requirement that 

we have in front of us for instructional day requirements to meet those requirements it means that we 

need to remove a few days similar to what rural schools do i have it three days of that february it does 

provide in this calendar option the wednesday before thanksgiving for families which i know a lot of our 

families appreciate and so that's the best option that we have i'm certain that if you look at other school 

districts they have made some agreements to work outside of that those book ends if you will of the 

contracts now if our unit decides to renegotiate those portions of the contract or the district going to do 

that sure all right i mean i'm just curious it look different than your opinion it's an observation 



the next is uh discussion office of people services 

is here to give us an update yep you have it 

okay so i just wanted to take a minute and give you an update on where we are facilities we're on a um 

we currently have uh about 70 students who are out of district but as you know students move students 

move in and out quite often so we have students moving out they also need to be in uh you know 

monthly and we try to give you as many updates if you can so uh this month has been particularly busy 

as far as the number of students who've been saving so i've been working with frank to look at our out-

of-district numbers to see what we are looking at as far as costs and as far as where kids are for 

transportation purposes so um i broke this sheet down by where both these kids are and then you'll see 

as we move private basements but basically you can see we have contracts cross contracts with both 

seas one these are where our kids are so in the middle line is how many kids we have placed there in 

parentheses are how many kids have moved in so these are students who have moved in already placed 

at this program from another district we're keeping them in that program so it's not that we're taking 

our kids from industry and moving them out of district we're just simply keeping the iep as it is moving 

school districts so that there is no real change for the student other than transportation okay so um as 

you can see we have uh four different sites for both seats one we have two students total that are 

moving into boces one placements boces one is five day a week in person instruction if they elect to do 

that they do have a remote option as well for families who would like that so then we moved to both 

seats too this is our largest because this is our um this is our region so this is where we have students 

placed currently as you have heard me talk about before the first number is the number of students in 

the class the second number is the number of teachers the third number is the number of eights um so 

as you can see and this is this is not that they have one class that's a twelve one one and four of our kids 

are in it this is we have they have multiple 121 classes across the region and four of our kids make up 

the in those 121 classes okay so we have uh we have not had much movement in the first few we had to 

move in for our behavior management class we had a movement in the intensive behavior management 

class and then we had a student take the task which is now the test assessing secondary completion 

used to be known as the ged um so we have four slots that the district purchases as students move out 

we can refill those slots so we did that with one extra that was one of our in-district students so as you 

can see we have 41 students out of district 3 are new so total of 44. 

and as we move to private so projects all work a little bit differently depending on the placement up 

here 

so each of these placements are in different areas of the region so mary cariola has two sites depending 

on where they are one that's elementary one is high school very different locations uh school for early 

childhood is in uh henrietta so this is where we have movement we did have a new placement this 

month we've never had a student since i've been here at the batavia school for the blind we did have 

one that recently moved in so we needed to work out transportation for that student which jeff has 

worked with us and done a great job making sure that student has her instruction and then we have all 

of uh the breakdown on the right hand side showing you where they are as far as opportunities for 

instruction in school and remote instruction okay and then on the bottom we have other other public 

school districts so given the time of year we have decided that these students we've worked with the 

other pps departments in these other buildings these other districts we need arrangements to have a 

contract with them so that we could pay tuition to their school so that our students can stay in their 



program for the remainder of the school year this way it doesn't upset the streets week or day or school 

year um as you can see the transition the student um is ready to move on to post-secondary so faster 

will no longer need our support um so a few months is something that grace was able to provide for us 

so these students may need a different placement for next year but for the remainder of this year this is 

where they're able to stay just for continuity so in general 

we had 72 i clearly can't add uh so um so we have 81 students total i'm sorry about that 

but overall we have had quite an influx so um i have been i'm not i'm good i'm not working in frank's 

office 

so um so anyway we have had quite the influx so what i've been looking at i've been talking to our chair 

people i've been talking to other pbs directors about what they have available in their districts to see 

what can we build here to allow some creativity for our kids so that we can keep our kids here um you 

know so we have a life skills program for example in middle school and in high school we do not have 

one elementary is it possible to instead of sending kids to mary cariola or to holy childhood or boces 

could we build a slight skills class here but again it takes space and it takes related services so we have to 

think about what that might look like so that's something we're going to work on in the coming months 

for the 22-23 school year um because we are noticing that they we're getting more and more students 

who have needs that we're not able to 

any addre 

make sure it first checks my hands 

my first personality adopt this resolution regarding the timer analysis of football and lacrosse and 

motion john second by chris was in favor of hosts 

we do have a classified non-classified personnel actions at your table motion to adopt those classified 

actions a need second by uh john all those in favor anyone opposed ladies group staying and um 

modifications to our policy 6550 is the leave of absence policy may i have a motion to accept those 

changes for instance i can find my key all those in favor name it opposed uh there are some our first 

reading of the 10-year recommendations that are on board of education zone in your packet folder uh 

we will act on in two meetings the acting on those 10-year recommendations is april 27th um if you 

have any questions on those can go to larry and julio okay this is action items we do have the treasures 

report for february 2021 um we have a motion to accept that treasure support yes sir any comments 

katie any questions for katie it's the first reporter she's there seriously you're usually getting in front of 

us 

thank you thank you thanks katie i have a motion to adopt it mine second by uh steve bubbles and caleb 

and there is capital enhancement spend down project bids 

right so we uh in our phase five pool project um bids came in better than expected um so therefore we 

had some funds that were available within the uh referendum uh so we did come up with a spend down 

project if you will we're going to be looking at door 42 and 44 at the high school renovating those doors 

the interior door and the exterior doors a new generator at the high school as well we're also going to 

the stadium we're going to add on some bleachers to the home side and a electronic scoreboard 

 



and let's see what else are we doing guys 

mention the generator transportation transportation we're going to finish the last two days of 

transportation um last two or three with just concrete redoing the country okay good thing we have 

majority here 

so we're looking forward to that the bids came in are very favorable and the gentlemen are here from 

campus uh to entertain any questions you may have regarding that but they came in favorable which is 

good because it leaves us a little bit more room in our budget um should we find some other work along 

the way that fits within the referendum when do those start the plan the start is down at the stadium 

once a sport time and then awesome 

yeah i think we have that railing coming in on the other end now on the other hand that will be part of it 

that's part of it so it's not there now correct correct are we going to get a tour of a new um confession 

to it yeah what day do we figure out 

i mean we can't it's not open right now because we can't turn the water on just shatter me the 

weather's getting tremendous so we'll start opening that up in another month or so a couple weeks i 

should say and uh but they use it a little bit in the fall you know the best we can not many people right 

now may have a motion to accept mechanical hands consent john that can say mike g all those in favor 

aye opposed or need to sing uh there are no discussion items under business may uh go around and 

look at committee and events reports steve 

 

um so saturday i did the monroe county school board's prospective candidate seminars of the office all 

the officers participated in that the monroe county school board communications outreach committee 

just to talking budget so that'll be out and in our boces board meeting list we can talk a lot about school 

reopening plans and how hosting could adjust to help with that and just as a sign that we did a really 

interesting presentation by the kids on the heavy equipment program and and it was really very very 

cool we were they weren't churchill kids but it was it was pretty cool to have been how excited these 

kids were about having a book so that was really that was that was very it was very nice in the midst of 

all our problems to have the kids come in and present something that they were really excited about so 

that was close exactly thank you i had dasa this morning i don't came face to face been nervous um 

they're looking at that they talked about rocket change i missed some of that but i was able to hear 

they're trying to regenerate it's been very difficult this year with the hybrid kind of things to get this 

committee um and trying to find ways to expand it and they came up with some really good ideas 

there's some good leadership now that they're trying to extend uh to wider groups and see if they can 

get more support for some of the activities that they want which is to give them actual jobs to you know 

own some of these things related to diversity initiatives within 

 


